
Key Activity Trainer Key Features and Benefits:
Affordable… Priced as a cost effective solution for a wide range of students.
Almost 2 decades of research showing Video Modeling to increase acquisition rates for wide variety of
skills for individuals with autism and other learning disabilities.
First Software to make video modeling practical and easy for at school and home. No more fumbling
around with video tapes, CDs, or DVDs trying to find a section of the video to play or replay.
Activity Skills Library provides hundreds of videos with still images, audio, text, and worksheet
resources to teach hand-on skills including Academic, Daily Living, Communication, Social, Recreation,
and Vocational Skills. You will get many more activities that we create for the Skills Library as part of the
free updates in the first year after purchase.
Data Collection includes automatic date/time stamp and run count of videos, provides for addition of
notes, and allows for easy recording of results for prompt level required for student success on each run
(Independent, Shadow, Gesture, Verbal, Physical) with choice of intensity levels 1-5.
Unlimited Students with individualized videos and resources with prompt levels targeting specific student
needs. The AT remembers where each student is on each activity to make it easy for us to work on many
skills across a classroom of students.
Expert Task Analysis is built in to the activities so that teachers, teaching assistants or parents can
implement powerful teaching methods with a few clicks of the mouse.
Activity Schedules can be created to help student use newly learned activities and skills in a structured
visual schedule format. Schedule is configurable to meet student needs. Classroom view allows for
students to take turns completing their specific schedules.
Add Your Own Videos to the Activity Trainer under the User Library under the Activity Library Tab.
This feature allows the user to customize targeted activities for specific settings, procedures, and materials.
Help Videos are available from the Main Menu or by clicking on the Red “?” on each page




